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Q1 Committee Mission: The Outreach Committee is responsible for
increasing public awareness of, and access to, career education, work-

based learning, training opportunities, and support knowledge of workforce
development training fund programs. The committee will drive the

coordination across state agencies, education and the private sector to
meet these objectives.
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Q2 Part 1: The Outreach Committee is responsible for increasing public
awareness of, and access to, career education, work-based learning,

training opportunities, and support knowledge of workforce development
training fund programs.
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Q3 Part 2: The committee will drive the coordination across state
agencies, education and the private sector to meet these objectives.
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Q4 Responsibility Statement: To review outreach proposals based on their
ability to fulfill the committee’s mission and reach the designated

audiences. To coordinate outreach efforts that support the committee’s
mission.
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Q5 Audiences: Employers: All Idaho employers.Pipeline: Anyone engaged
in a career pathway (exploration, planning, & training) that will lead to a job
and advancement.Work-Challenged: Those with obstacles, (such as being
under-employed, regionally, culturally, or personally challenged) between

them and gainful employment.Partners: Those with programs and
resources that complement the council’s workforce development

strategies.
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Q6 I feel these duties align with my role on the Outreach Committee
(select all that apply):
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1. To attend meetings and review potential Outreach projects for funding through the Workforce Development Training
Fund (this includes gaining information that can help you make informed decisions).

2. To provide mechanisms and enhance outreach for the Workforce Development Training Fund.

3. To spearhead and strategize for Council-wide Outreach efforts.

Other Roles?

csolace
Sticky Note
    Responses: outreach events to highlight apprenticeship options for both employer and employee opportunities    I have an obligation to share my role on the Committee within my network so more people are aware of Workforce Development training fund and iniatives.Are we kind of like a working board where we review progress of the spend and provide guidance/direction on how to maximize the ROI? Is there any sense among those receiving funds to feel/be accountable to this committee and to deliver on what it initially stated or share what learnings achieved from not being able to? While I agree with #2 and #3, I do not feel we as committee members do this, or at least doing this strategically and collectively. I think we likely should do more than just rate projects, but I am not entirely sure how that looks.
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Q7 Should the Outreach Committee draft new policy to shape Outreach
Project awards.
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Q8 What types of policy constraints would you like to see placed on
Outreach Projects? (such as: specific eligibility requirements, specific

reimbursable expenses, specific exclusions)
Answered: 4 Skipped: 6

csolace
Sticky Note
As we have seen several proposals through out the last couple of years, I have noticed some inconsistencies when we are reviewing and approving. One specific example is the additional information we ask for to be added prior to consideration. I think that it would be helpful for us and for the applicants to have some type of document to refer back to so that we are consistent with what we are reviewing for, what we are asking for, what outreach type things are we approving and the dollar amounts. Possibly updating our rubix or the information on the application process.I think it is too broad. Some of the recent applications were to stand up programs or for operational not outreach activities. I think that the specific requirements should align to the mission statement, and I would be in favor of identifying more specific criteria while still allowing flexibility.Our work should be about improving the lives of others. Whatever is funded should result in connecting people with meaningful work opportunities or enhanced training programs so businesses can increase productivity and profitability and workers can command higher wages with benefits.

 I said yes to change policy but I don't know if it should be in the policy or what we provide as greater context. I do think it would be beneficial to look at all of the WTF grants and get clear between industry, innovation and outreach. If ours is more about ensuring employers, individuals and communities know about the opportunities then they should have a much stronger 1:1 or 1: many (e.g., marketing campaigns) approach and metrics we would be looking for is the # of people connected and the progression of them in the pipeline.
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Q9 Your name (optional) 
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